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Abstract
This paper introduces the Strain Elevation Tension Spring embed-
ding (SETSe) algorithm, a graph embedding method that uses a physics
model to create node and edge embeddings in undirected attribute net-
works. Using a low-dimensional representation, SETSe is able to differen-
tiate between graphs that are designed to appear identical using standard
network metrics such as number of nodes, number of edges and assortativ-
ity. The embeddings generated position the nodes such that sub-classes,
hidden during the embedding process, are linearly separable, due to the
way they connect to the rest of the network. SETSe outperforms five
other common graph embedding methods on both graph differentiation
and sub-class identification. The technique is applied to social network
data, showing its advantages over assortativity as well as SETSe’s ability
to quantify network structure and predict node type. The algorithm has
a convergence complexity of around O(n2), and the iteration speed is lin-
ear (O(n)), as is memory complexity. Overall, SETSe is a fast, flexible
framework for a variety of network and graph tasks, providing analytical
insight and simple visualisation for complex systems.
1 Introduction
With the rise of social media and e-commerce, graph and complex networks have
become a common concept in society. Their ubiquity and the already digitised
nature of social networks has led to a great deal of research. Although there is a
range of algorithms that can perform supervised learning directly on graphs [5,
16, 30, 29] (see Wu et al. [36] for a recent survey on the subject), a more common
approach is to represent the nodes of the network in a latent vector space that
traditional supervised learning techniques can then use. These graph embed-
dings create a vector representation of the graphs, preserving valuable network
properties such as distance on the graph, community structure and node class
[14, 21, 24, 28]. These algorithms tend to find embeddings by minimising the
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distance between similar nodes, within the structure of the network. The litera-
ture review by Goyal and Ferrara [13] provides a survey of the most significant of
these algorithms. With recent improvements in neural networks, there has been
substantial growth in research on graph embedding algorithms, with over 50
new neural-network-based embedding algorithms published between 2015 and
2020 [10].
Physics models can also be used to embed graphs in vector space; however,
these are typically used only for drawing graphs. While other graph drawing
techniques exist [11, 18, 19], force-directed physics models are some of the most
popular [9, 12, 15]. These algorithms originated in the 1960s [33], and use simple
physics to find an arrangement of nodes that provides an aesthetically pleasing
plot of a graph or network. These algorithms are sometimes called ‘spring
embedders’ [17] due to using springs or spring-like methods to place nodes and
typically attempt to optimise an ideal distance between nodes, minimising the
energy of the system. Although popular at the end of the 20th century, spring
embedders became less common in research as machine learning became more
popular.
The importance of drawing graphs is discussed in several papers [6, 20,
23, 27]. These researchers demonstrate that graphs that are structurally very
different can appear identical until visualised. A popular statistical equivalent
is Anscombe’s quartet [2], a series of four figures showing very different data.
However, in terms of the mean, variance, correlation, linear regression and R2,
all four figures in the quartet appear identical. It highlights the importance of
visualising data and the weaknesses of some commonly used statistical tools.
The Strain Elevation Tension Spring embedding (SETSe) algorithm takes its
name from the embeddings it produces. SETSe takes the node attributes of a
graph, representing them as a force. The edges are represented by springs whose
stiffness is dependent on the edge weight. The algorithm finds the position of
each node on a manifold such that the internal forces created by the nodes are
balanced by the resistive forces of the springs and the network is in equilibrium.
The SETSe algorithm acts as a hybrid between the advanced techniques of the
machine learning graph embedders used for analysis and the intuitive simplicity
of the spring embedders used for graph drawing.
This paper demonstrates that in a world of sophisticated machine learn-
ing, there is still a role for simple, intuitive embedding methods. It shows
that SETSe can find meaningful embeddings for the Peel’s quintet [23] series
of graphs, as well as the relations in Facebook data [32]. It finds these embed-
dings efficiently in linear iteration time and space complexity. An R package
has been created which provides all the functionality necessary to run SETSe
analysis/embeddings (available from https://github.com/JonnoB/rSETSe).
The paper asks can SETSe distinguish between graphs that are identical
using traditional network metrics? It also asks can SETSe be used to classify
individual nodes? To gauge how well SETSe performs these tasks, it is compared
against several popular graph embedding algorithms: node2vec [14], SDNE [35],
LLE [28], Laplacian Eigenmaps [3] and HOPE [21].
2
2 Method
This section begins by providing a simple example of the SETSe algorithm.
It then describes and defines the physics model that underpins the embedding
method. The algorithmic implementation and practical issues related to con-
vergence are also briefly described. The datasets used in this paper are then
introduced. Finally, the analyses performed are described.
2.1 Introduction to SETSe: a simple example
The SETSe algorithm takes a network G containing the set of V nodes and
the set E edges. It converts the n attributes or variables of each node into
orthogonal forces where each attribute occupies a single dimension. In each
dimension, the total sum (across the network) of the forces in that dimension
is 0 (i.e. the network is balanced in all dimensions). Each edge is converted to
a spring whose stiffness k is taken from an attribute of the edge, typically the
edge weight. If no edge attribute is to be used, all the edges in the network
take k as an arbitrary constant. The algorithm then positions each node on
an n+ 1-dimensional manifold such that no node experiences a net force. Like
other spring embedders [12, 15, 26], SETSe is subject to the n-body problem [1,
31] and must be solved iteratively.
The functioning of SETSe is best described using example. Consider the
simple network shown in figure 1. The network is planar, and so can be drawn
in two dimensions (x and y), with no edges crossing. The nodes in the network
have a single attribute/variable that acts perpendicular to the plane; as such,
the nodes in the network act as beads whose movement is restricted to the z-axis
and are fixed in x and y. The nodes in the network have an identical mass m,
and the edges between the nodes have a common distance d, which is the length
of the spring at rest. Node A exerts a force of 1, node B exerts no force on the
network, while nodes C and D exert a force of −1 each, resulting in a net force
of 0. The edges of the network are springs that, when stretched, act according
to Hooke’s law F = ∆Hk, where ∆H is the extension of the edge and k the
spring stiffness such that 0 < k ≤ ∞.
Although the vertical forces (defined by the node attribute) across the net-
work sum to 0, the individual nodes are not in equilibrium and so begin to
move in the direction of their respective forces. The vertical distance between
node pairs resulting from this movement extends the springs, creating a resis-
tive force. The network will find a three-dimensional equilibrium when the net
force acting on each node is 0. This occurs when the elevation of the nodes
in the system is such that for each node, the sum of the vertical tension in all
edges connected to that node is equal and opposite to the force produced by the
node itself. As an example, if k = 1000 and d = 1, the equilibrium positions
of the nodes are 0.1450, 0.0185, −0.0818 and −0.0818 for the nodes A to D,
respectively. The interested reader can confirm that the net forces on each node
are 0, using Pythagoras’ theorem and Hooke’s law.
A crucial point in this example is that the nodes are beads. As such, the
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D=−1
A=2
B=0
C=−1
Figure 1: A network of four nodes and three edges. The node attributes are
considered forces that act in the z-direction. The forces acting on the network
balance, but the forces acting on the nodes only balance when the nodes are in
the appropriate position in the z-axis; the network is shown in the x–y planes.
xy positions are fixed and only the vertical component of the spring tension
has an impact on the nodes; all horizontal forces can be disregarded. Ignoring
the horizontal force means that the xy position of the nodes can be ignored,
reducing the initial layout of the network to a zero-dimensional point in space,
out of which a one-dimensional node elevation appears. The horizontal distance
between nodes is reduced to a crucial but abstract mapping value.
SETSe space is a non-Euclidean metric space of n + 1 dimensions where
n is the number of attributes the network has. The n + 1th dimension is the
graph space, representing the graph adjacency matrix. The distance between
connected nodes in the graph space is di,j . Dimensions 1 to n are Euclidean,
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Figure 2: Two nodes in a network in two-dimensional and three-dimensional
SETSe systems. The minimum distance d between the nodes is maintained by
the graph space dimension.
while the graph dimension is not. This concept is visualised in figure 2, which
shows nodes embedded in pairwise two-dimensional space and pairwise three-
dimensional space. The graph space acts as the minimum distance between
the nodes. Figure 2 shows that the nodes occupy parallel Euclidean hyper-
planes separated by the graph space. As SETSe space is locally Euclidean, it
is an n+ 1-dimensional manifold. As an example of a network that is pairwise
Euclidean but not Euclidean overall, consider a maximally connected network
of four nodes. There is no arrangement of the nodes on a plane where the
distance between all nodes is equal, although pairwise all nodes can have the
same distance.
2.2 Creating the physics model
The calculation of the solution of a single variable graph is described below.
The extension for higher dimensions is described in the subsequent paragraph.
The net force acting on node i can be written as Fnet,i = Fi − Fvten,i, where
Fi is the force produced by the node and Fvten,i is the vertical component of
the net tension acting on the node from the springs. The net force on node i
is shown again in equation 1 where Ften,i,j is the total tension in edge i, j. The
angle θi,j is the angle of the force between nodes i and j. The tension in an edge
is given by Hooke’s law as Ften,i,j = ki,j(Hi,j − di,j) where Hi,j is the length
of the extended spring and di,j is the graph distance between the nodes. The
length of the extended spring length Hi,j can be found, as it is the hypotenuse
of the distance triangle between nodes i and j such that Hi,j =
√
∆z2i,j + d
2
i,j ,
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where ∆zi,j is the elevation difference between nodes i and j, ∆zi,j = zj−zi. As
cos θ = ∆zH , the equation for net tension can be rearranged into an alternative
expression of edge tension, which is shown in equation 3. The strain component
of SETSe is simple mechanical strain and is shown in equation 4. Strain and
tension are perfectly correlated in the special case that k is constant for all edges
in the network.
Fnet,i = Fi −
n∑
j
Ften,i,j cos θi,j (1)
Fnet,i = Fi −
n∑
j
ki,j(Hi,j − di,j)∆zi,j
Hi,j
(2)
Fnet,i = Fi −
n∑
j
ki,j∆zi,j(1− di,j
Hi,j
) (3)
εi,j =
Hi,j − di,j
di,j
(4)
The extension of SETSe from a graph with a single attribute to a graph with
n attributes is straightforward. The hypotenuse vector is Hi,j = zi − zj + d,
which is a vector of n+1 elements, where the first n elements are the differences
in position between nodes i and j in the n dimensions, and the n+1th dimension
is the graph distance d. The scalar length of Hi,j is the Euclidean distance
between the nodes in n+ 1-dimensional space i.e. Hi,j =
√
(
∑n
1 (zi,q − zj,q)2 +
d2i,j). To find the angle between the hypotenuse and the distance between the
two nodes in dimension q, the cosine similarity is used, as shown in equation
5. As all entries of ∆zq,i,j are 0, apart from the qth entry, the cosine similarity
simplifies to equation 6, which is the ‘vertical’ distance between the nodes in
dimension q over the scale length of Hi,j . It is then easy to see that equation 7
is the multidimensional equivalent of equation 3.
cos θq,i,j =
zq,i,j ·Hi,j
‖zq,i,j‖ ‖Hi,j‖ (5)
cos θq,i,j =
∆zq,i,j
Hi,j
(6)
Fnet,q,i = Fq,i −
n∑
j
ki,j∆zq,i,j(1− di,j
Hi,j
) (7)
The distance d between the nodes is a key parameter when it comes to
finding the final elevation embedding. If the distance is not a constant, it
must be meaningful for the type of network being analysed. As an example,
the distance in metres between two connected points on an electrical circuit is
unlikely to be meaningful; however, a variable distance may be appropriate if
traffic were being analysed. Understanding meaningful distance metrics is not
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explored in this paper, and distance between nodes is considered a constant
across all edges.
SETSe can be used on continuous and categorical variables. In both cases,
the forces must be balanced; this is when the net value of the sum of the forces
across all nodes equals 0. For continuous variables, the raw attribute force of
node i (Fi) is normalised to create balanced force Fi,bal by subtracting the mean
from all values, as shown in equation 8, where |V| is the number of nodes in the
network.
Fi,bal = Fi − 1|V|
|V|∑
1
Fi (8)
For categorical node attributes, each level is treated as a binary attribute,
making as many new dimensions as there are levels; this is similar to how
variables in linear and logistic regression are treated. The total force level
dimension γ is the fraction that level makes up of the total number of nodes, as
shown in equation 9. The force produced by the nodes in each level dimension
can then be treated as continuous variables, as described previously in equation
8.
Fγ =
|Vγ |
|V| (9)
With the force and distance relationship between pairs of nodes defined,
it is now possible to look at the method used to find the equilibrium state of
the network and its corresponding strain, elevation and tension embeddings.
The difficulty in solving such a problem is that the relationship between the
final elevation of a node and the force it experiences is non-linear. In addition,
each node is affected by all other nodes and spring stiffness k in the network.
This interaction creates a situation that is similar to the n-body problem of
astrophysics. In this case, although the nodes act as bodies, instead of exerting
a force on all other nodes, as celestial bodies do, they only exert a force on those
nodes with which they have a direct connection.
The equilibrium solution can be found by treating the problem as a dynamic
system and iterating through discrete time steps until the system reaches the
equilibrium point. By representing the network as a dynamic system, the accel-
eration and velocity of each node must be calculated. Using Newton’s second
law of dynamics, F = ma, where F is the force acting on the node and a is
the acceleration, the nodes need to be assigned an arbitrary constant mass m
(note mass does not affect the final embeddings). The net force acting on each
node at time step t is then equation 10, where F is the force generated by the
node according to the node attribute. The system is assumed to be a viscous
laminar fluid, and so the damping is simply the product of the velocity v and
the coefficient of drag c. Friction is used to cause the system to slowly lose
energy and converge. While it does not affect the value at convergence, it needs
to be correctly parametrised or the system will not converge. This is discussed
in the Appendix.
7
Fnet,i = Fvteni + Fi − cvi (10)
Knowing the net force acting on the node allows calculation of the equations
of motion at each time step. Velocity can be calculated as vt = vt−1 +
Fnet,t
m ∆t,
where v is the velocity at time t. Distance is the elevation embedding and is
calculated by z = vt−1∆t+ 12at∆t
2 + zt−1.
The SETSe algorithm is shown in algorithm 1. The equations described
in equations 1 to 10 are either converted to vectors or matrices, allowing all
nodes and edges in the network to be updated simultaneously. The algorithm
takes a graph G, which has been processed so that each edge has distance di,j
and spring constant ki,j . The dynamics of the network are all initialised at
0; only the forces exerted by the nodes are non-zero values. In algorithm 1,
vectors are lower case letters in bold, while matrices are in bold and capitals.
The time in the system is represented by t and the time step per iteration is
∆t. The elevation of each node in the system is represented by the matrix Z.
The elevation difference across each edge is ∆Z, and is obtained by subtracting
the transpose of the elevation matrix from the original elevation matrix. The
hypotenuse, or total length, of the edge is represented by the matrix H and
is found using the elevation difference ∆Z as well as the horizontal difference
d. The vertical component of the tension in each edge is represented by Fvten
and is the element-wise product of the edge spring stiffness matrix K with the
extension of the edge; this matrix is then multiplied element-wise again using
the element-wise product by the tangent of the angle of the edge. Line 8 shows
that the vertical component of the force fvten is updated by summing the rows
of each line in the Fvten matrix using a column vector of 1s, that is, |V| long.
The elevation of each node is updated on line 9 of the algorithm. The vector z is
then reshaped using a function into matrix form. Line 11 updates the velocity of
each node in the network. Line 12 updates the static force on each node fstatic.
Static force is the force exerted by the node minus the sum of the tensions
exerted by all the connected edges. The next update is the system friction or
drag fd. The system force fnet is then updated. Finally, the acceleration a to
be used in the next iteration is calculated.
One of the advantages that SETSe has over traditional force expansion algo-
rithms [15, 12] is that the distance from the optimal solutions is known. In the
other algorithms, the loss function is to reduce the total energy of the system to
some unknown minimum. However, SETSe has a loss function more similar to
the error metrics used in statistics or machine learning. The ideal static force
of the system is 0 and the initial static force is
∑ ‖Fi‖, which is thus bounded
in a finite space. This is an important consideration when it comes to efficient
convergence and auto-convergence and is discussed further in the Appendix.
Although the stop condition of the algorithm is that the static force in the net-
work is 0, in practice, the system is said to have converged if fstatic ≈ 0. In this
paper, the tolerance for convergence will be fstatic ≤
∑
‖Fi‖
103 , that is when the
static force is reduced to 1/1000th of the absolute sum of forces exerted by the
nodes.
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Algorithm 1: The SETSe algorithm
Result: The strain, elevation and tension embeddings of the original
graph
1 t = 0 ;
2 fstatic = f;
3 while
∑ ‖fstatic‖ 6= 0 do
4 t = t+ ∆t;
5 ∆Z = Z− ZT ;
6 H =
√
∆Z2 + d2;
7 Fvten = K ◦ (H− d) ◦ ∆ZH ;
8 fvten = FvtenJ|V|;
9 z = v∆t+ 12a∆t
2 + z;
10 Z = f(z);
11 v = v+ a∆t;
12 fstatic = f− fvten;
13 fd = cdv;
14 fnet = fstatic − fd;
15 a = fnetm ;
16 end
2.2.1 Practical convergence issues
The implementation of the algorithm in the R package rSETSe has two modes:
sparse and semi-sparse. Semi-sparse mode is used on smaller graphs, and sparse
mode is for larger graphs (starting at 5000–10,000 edges), the complexity of
sparse mode is linear to the number of edges O(|E|). The mode has no impact
on the final embeddings. Time and space complexity are discussed further in
section 3.3.
Although there are several parameters of the physical model that must be
initialised before running the algorithm, only two have any real bearing on the
final embeddings. Drag, time step and mass affect the rate of convergence, but
not the final outcome (when Fstatic = 0). The distance between the nodes does
affect the outcome as final elevation will change. However, when Fstatic = 0, the
angle between the nodes is unaffected by the length of the edges and so elevation
can be normalised. Only the force variable and the spring stiffness have an
impact on the final converged values. The force variable is not controlled by the
user, leaving only k. As such, the value of k must be constant for all networks
under evaluation, or if k is a function, then k = f(x) must be consistently
parametrised.
All networks in this paper are embedded using bi-connected SETSe, a more
advanced method than algorithm 1. This method breaks the network into bi-
connected sub-graphs then calls auto-SETSe, which is an algorithm that chooses
the coefficient of drag using a binary search. Both bi-connected SETSe and
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auto-SETSe are discussed in detail in the Appendix.
2.3 Data
Two datasets are used in this paper to illustrate how SETSe works and how it
can be used to gain insight into network structure and behaviour. Both of the
datasets have binary edges, meaning that k is constant across all edges in all
networks. This reduces the embeddings from three to two, as strain and tension
have a perfect linear relationship.
2.3.1 Peel’s quintet
Peel’s quintet [23] is an example of the graph equivalent of Anscombe’s quartet
[2]. It is a collection of five binary attribute graphs that have an identical number
of nodes, edges connections between and within classes, and assortativity. The
networks are very different when visualised (see figure 3). Peel, Delvenne, and
Lambiotte [23] achieve this situation by dividing the binary classes into two sub-
classes, which have different mixing patterns. They then develop an alternative
metric and demonstrate that it can distinguish between the quintet and other
network structures. Peel’s quintet is essentially a hierarchical stochastic block
model. Each network has two blocks containing two sub-classes. Each sub-class
contains 10 nodes, with a total of 40 nodes per network. Each network has 120
edges with 40 edges connecting the classes together and 40 edges internally in
each class. Because the number of edges connecting within and between the
sub-class is distinct, the overall network structure is itself distinct, even though
in terms of traditional network metrics they are identical. Peel’s quintet will
be used as an example of how SETSe is affected by graph topology and the
network attributes, in this case, the two known communities and the hidden
communities.
Figure 3 shows Peel’s quintet. The classes are shown as being either turquoise
or red, while the two hidden classes are triangles or circles. While type A is
simply a random network, the other networks show varying types of structure
produced by the inter hidden group connection patterns. Table 1 shows the
block models the network is based on.
2.3.2 Facebook data
The Facebook 100 dataset by Traud, Mucha, and Porter [32] is a snapshot of
the entire Facebook network on a single day in September 2005. At this time,
Facebook was open only to 100 US universities. There were very few links
between universities then, so each one can be considered a stand-alone unit.
Such an assumption would not be possible now. The data allow insight into
the structure of relationships in attributed social networks. The networks are
anonymised and the universities are referred to by a reference. Caltech36 is
the smallest university network and has only 769 nodes and 16,656 edges, while
Penn94 has the most nodes with 41,554 and Texas84 has the most edges with
10
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The Peels quintet of assortativty identical graphs
Figure 3: These networks were introduced by Peel, Delvenne, and Lambiotte
[23]. They are all networks that have identical numbers of nodes edges, group
size, within-group connections and between-class connections. However, the
networks are clearly structurally distinct.
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Table 1: Block model for Peel’s quintet
(a) Type A
a1 a2 b1 b2
a1 10 20 20 20
a2 - 10 20 20
b1 - - 10 20
b2 - - - 10
(b) Type B
a1 a2 b1 b2
a1 38 2 20 20
a2 - 0 20 20
b1 - - 0 2
b2 - - - 38
(c) Type C
a1 a2 b1 b2
a1 38 2 0 0
a2 - 0 80 0
b1 - - 10 20
b2 - - - 10
(d) Type D
a1 a2 b1 b2
a1 10 20 0 0
a2 - 10 80 0
b1 - - 10 20
b2 - - - 10
(e) Type E
a1 a2 b1 b2
a1 38 2 0 0
a2 - 0 80 0
b1 - - 0 2
b2 - - - 38
1,590,655. The original study on this dataset [32] found there were assortativity
patterns within the variables that were generally common across all universities,
such as tendency to be connected to students who will graduate at the same
time or who lived in the same university accommodation. The networks have
seven attributes, all of which are categorical and have been anonymised. These
attributes are: student type, gender, major, minor, dorm, year of graduation
and high school.
2.4 Experimental analysis
The experiments are broken across the two datasets. The first set of experi-
ments will focus on Peel’s quintet, distinguishing network types, then distin-
guishing between node types. The second set of experiments will look at the
Facebook data, first comparing assortativity with SETSe, which is similar to
distinguishing between networks, then distinguishing between node types on
the Facebook dataset. The two SETSe dimensions will be elevation and node
tension. Node tension is the mean absolute tension in the edges connected to
the nodes vten,i =
∑
Ften,i,j
n , where for this expression only, n is the number
of edges for node vi.
This paper uses four accuracy metrics: accuracy (eq 11), balanced accuracy
(eq 12), f1 score (eq 13) and Cohen’s kappa (eq 14), where P, N, TP, TN, FP
and FN are the number of positives, negatives, true positives, true negatives,
false positives and false negatives, respectively. TPR is the false positive rate,
TPR = TPP , and TNR is the true negative rate TNR =
TN
N . po is the observed
probability of two events occurring, e.g. predict class one truth is class one. pe is
the expected probability of two events occurring, given their overall prevalence.
ACC =
TP + TN
P + N
(11)
12
BAL ACC =
TPR + TNR
2
(12)
f1 =
2TP
TP + FP + FN
(13)
κ =
po − pe
1− pe (14)
2.4.1 Distinguishing between networks
The first analysis of the performance of SETSe will be to compare it to a selection
of other node embedding methods using Peel’s quintet [23]. The methods that
it will be compared against are node2vec [14], SDNE [35], LLE [28], Laplacian
Eigenmaps [3] and HOPE [21]. The methods cover three main areas: graph
factorisation [28, 3, 21], random walks [14] and deep learning [35]. A set of
100 networks from each of the five classes of Peel’s quintet will be generated
and embedded into two dimensions using each of the embedding methods. The
embeddings are produced at node level and will be aggregated using the mean
to network level. The linear separability of the aggregated embeddings for each
class will be compared.
2.4.2 Classifying class and sub-class of Peel’s quintet
This section will test the ability of the embedding methods to separate the
hidden classes of Peel’s quintet. The embeddings generated in the previous
experiment will be used, and a multinomial logistic regression will be created
for each network to see the accuracy of separating either the nodes into their
known classes or into their hidden classes. The logistic regression will use as the
independent variables the two embedding values. In the case of SETSe, these
will be the node elevation and the mean node tension. The role of the logistic
regression is not so much to be a predictive model but to test the separability of
the data; as such, no cross validation will be necessary. The accuracy measure
will be accuracy as the classes are balanced. The performance of SETSe will be
compared against all other embedding methods.
2.5 Relationship with assortativity
The Facebook data will be embedded for all of the 100 universities using the
graduation year of the student. Although technically categorical data, gradua-
tion year can be treated as continuous and will be done so for speed of calcula-
tion. Missing data will not exert a force. The embeddings will be aggregated to
network level using the mean elevation and mean node tension. The resulting
two-dimensional data will be compared to the assortativity scores of the data
to see if there is a relationship between the SETSe embeddings and the network
assortativity.
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2.5.1 Predicting node class in Facebook data
This tests to see how well SETSe can separate the classes within large and
complex networks. Year of graduation will be the embedding class, student
type will be the hidden sub-class. The two main classes of student are types 1
and 2, which make up 80% and 15% of the dataset, respectively. The meaning of
student type is not clear from the original paper, but it appears to be graduate
student or alumna. Due to the distribution of student type 2, only 2005 will
be used for the hidden sub-class test. Student type is being chosen over the
other variables, as dorm, major, minor and high school have so many levels that
embedding would be impractical. Gender has two levels only; however, there is
almost no assortativity suggesting a complete lack of structure.
Due to the complexity of the data, a k nearest-neighbour approach will
be used. This method will label the node as the majority class of the near-
est k nodes in SETSe space. The nearest-neighbour model will be compared
against graph adjacency voting. Graph adjacency voting finds the majority
class amongst all nodes for which the target node shares an edge. The graph
adjacency voting will use the full network, but only student types 1 or 2 will
count towards the totals. The metrics used to evaluate performance will be ac-
curacy, balanced accuracy, Cohen’s kappa and the f1 score. The hidden classes
are highly imbalanced in some of the universities, and so the results need to be
interpreted with care. The hidden class model accuracy will also be compared
against the naive ratio of type 2 students (the majority class) to all students.
2.6 Computational details
Each simulation used a single core Intel Xeon Gold 2.3 GHz processor with 4
GB of RAM. Code and analysis used R version 4.0, and made extensive use of
igraph [8] and rSETSe https://github.com/JonnoB/rSETSe packages. The
non-SETSe embeddings were done using the GEM library [13] in Python 3.6.
3 Results
3.1 Peel’s quintet
The first test of the SETSe algorithm uses Peel’s quintet of networks. The 100
networks of each class are projected into SETSe space then aggregated using the
mean absolute elevation and the mean of the node tension. Figure 4 shows the
results of the six algorithms reducing the networks to two-dimensional space.
It is clear that the different connection patterns between the nodes result in
distinctive tension elevation patterns within the graph class. This results in the
five networks being trivially separable in SETSe space. The other graph em-
bedding algorithms struggle to differentiate the network types, node2vec is the
most successful projecting the graph types into more or less concentric quarter
rings in two dimensions. The HOPE algorithm also has some success, but like
node2vec failed to provide a clear linear separability. The SDNE algorithm was
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Figure 4: One hundred examples of each of the five network classes of Peel’s
quintet introduced by Peel, Delvenne, and Lambiotte [23]. The networks are
clearly linearly separable in the averaged SETSe space even though all 500 are
identical using assortativity.
unable to provide successful embeddings; this may be due to the number of em-
bedding dimensions being so low, or due to the structure of the quintet graphs
themselves.
Clearly, SETSe is successful at separating the graph types. However, it is also
interesting to know whether it can assign the nodes to the correct classes within
each graph type. Figure 5 shows the SETSe embedding of the nodes in the
elevation tension dimensions for an example graph of each type. The nodes are
coloured by the hidden sub-class. As can be seen, there are clear patterns in the
node placement. Although the sub-classes of type A cannot be distinguished,
types C, D and E appear to be linearly separable in the elevation dimension
alone. In contrast, type B produces a roughly symmetrical distribution requiring
both elevation and strain for separation. The separability is checked for all 500
networks using SETSe and the five other embedding types. The results are
shown in figure 6. The figure shows how each embedding technique separates the
classes and sub-classes for each type of graph in Peel’s quintet. A multinomial
logistic regression with two independent variables, reflecting the two dimensions
of the embedding, was used to model the accuracy of each class and sub-class
within the graphs.
As can be seen from figure 6, SETSe outperforms the other embedding algo-
rithms in every case, again node2vec and HOPE come next in terms of perfor-
mance. When comparing pure linear separability, SETSe greatly outperforms
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Figure 5: Embeddings of individual nodes; the x-axis is node tension and the
y-axis is node elevation. This representation reveals the hidden structure of the
groups in all network types apart from type A.
all other embedding techniques. With the exception of identifying the sub-class
of graph type A, SETSe can linearly separate the classes and sub-classes at
least 67% of the time. And it can perfectly linearly separate the sub-classes
in four of the ten cases. No other embedding method is close, HOPE can lin-
early separate all four sub-classes for graph D 32% of the time, but for most
cases, linear separation is not possible on either the known binary class or the
four hidden sub-classes. The SDNE algorithm was not included in figure 6 due
to poor performance. When the other methods are allowed to embed the 20
node graphs in eight dimensions, their performance increases substantially to a
level comparable with SETSe. As an additional comparison, three community
detection algorithms were also compared: Fast Greedy [7] , Walktrap [25] and
Louvain [4]. These algorithms were not successful at distinguishing between the
classes or sub-classes.
3.2 Analysing Facebook data using SETSe
The Facebook 100 dataset was embedded into SETSe space using the variable
graduation year. The results for four different universities are shown in figure 7.
For ease of viewing, the x-axis is presented on a log scale. Figure 7 shows three
universities with low assortativity (Auburn, Maine and Michigan), meaning that
there is a high degree of mixing between years, and one university with a high
assortativity (BC), meaning students tend to associate within years. Although
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Figure 7: The node level embedding shows that the tension and elevation distri-
bution of nodes by type are distinct and related to the overall network tension
and elevation; this is not possible to explore with assortativity.
it is not possible to explain why the universities have these differences (Peel,
Delvenne, and Lambiotte [23] suggest it is due to housing allocation policy), it is
possible to analyse the relation between assortativity and SETSe. It is clear from
the figure that the years separate to roughly their own tension elevation band
within the data. This is what we would hope to see given that the embedding
uses force based on the graduation year. The overall shape of the data is a funnel
with the ‘nose’ at the low-tension end and the funnel at the higher-tension end.
It is clear from the plot that the younger years (those graduating in 2008 and
2009) are more separate than the older years (graduation in 2004, 2005 and
2006). This is because they have had less time to form cross-year bonds, and
so are more assortative. The nose is created because the nodes that are most
central within their year experience the least tension.
The three low assortativity universities have very different tension and ele-
vation scores. It can be seen that higher tension appears to create a fuzzier, less
clearly defined groups within each year. Low elevation creates a single ‘nose’
for the whole cone, but higher elevation starts separating out, forming a nose
for each year. It is impractical to understand the differences of the universities
by looking at the scatter plots of thousands of students across 100 universities.
The elevation and node tension are thus aggregated at university level, and all
100 universities are plotted in Figure 8. The points are coloured by assortativ-
ity. It can be seen that while there is a positive relationship between tension
and elevation, there is, in fact, a negative relationship between the tension and
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Figure 8: There is a clear relationship between the SETSe embeddings and
year assortativity; however, the pattern is dependent on elevation and tension.
SETSe finds large differences between networks with very similar assortativity.
elevation dimensions and the value of assortativity. Analysing the distribution
of the tension, elevation and assortativity scores for all 100 universities, it is
found that the data are normally distributed. Creating a linear regression on
assortativity using tension and elevation as independent variables provides an
R2 = 0.82, where the coefficients are significant to p < 0.001. Creating lin-
ear models using either tension or elevation provides R2 = −0.006 and 0.429,
respectively.
Next, the ability of the embeddings to be able to predict the k nearest-
neighbour nodes is tested against a baseline of graph adjacent voting. The
model is an effective predictor of year with high values of kappa (59% when
k is 9), and balanced accuracy (77% when k is 9) indicating that the model
predicts above the naive baseline value. However, the graph adjacency model
outperforms the knn using SETSe by between 7% to 10% in terms of accuracy;
kappa and f1 score and up to 15% on balanced accuracy. It should be noted that
high levels of performance are expected as the model is predicting on the data
it was embedded with. Despite this caveat and the poor performance against
the adjacency voting model, the results show that the embeddings produced
are meaningful, even on large and complex networks, although the actual graph
structure is lost.
Figure 6 showed that SETSe could uncover the hidden structure of the net-
work; however, the question is can SETSe do that on a complex real-world
dataset? Using the same year embeddings for the Facebook 100 dataset, the k
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Figure 9: Using k nearest neighbours to predict the type of student performs
better. This is despite the graph embeddings being relative to year not student
type. SETSe beats the baseline more than 50% of the time for all values of k.
Note for ease of viewing, the y-axis starts at 0.5.
nearest neighbours were used to predict student type. The results show that
the accuracy of the student type model averaged across all 100 universities, out-
performs the naive rate of student type 2 over student type 1 at all values of
k. The model performance is also quite stable for all values of k, accuracy is
around 71%, balanced accuracy is 55%, kappa is very low at 12% and the f1
score is around 79%. The low balanced accuracy is not significantly higher than
0.5, and the low kappa score signifies that the results could simply be due to
chance. However, as shown in figure 9, the model comprehensively beats the
nearest-neighbour voting method in all metrics for almost all values of k. Note
that the f1 score is not reliable in this case as there are a significant number of
occasions where type 1 students are not predicted at all. This means that the f1
score is dependent on the class labelling; balanced accuracy and Cohen’s kappa
avoid this issue.
3.3 Complexity
The time taken to embed the Facebook graph is plotted in Figure 10. The left
panel of the figure shows that the iteration time complexity is almost perfectly
linear (O(|E|)). The time taken to reach convergence is shown in the right
panel. The convergence complexity shows heteroscedasticity and is closer to
running in quadratic time (O(|E|2)). This is in keeping with other spring system
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Figure 10: The per-iteration complexity is linear; however, the complexity of
the total time to convergence is closer to quadratic.
models that are also (O(n2)), but is slower than LLE, Laplacian, Eigenmaps
and HOPE, which run in (O(|E|)), as well as node2vec and SDNE, which run
in (O(|V|)), for single attribute networks. It should be noted that time to
convergence is highly dependent on the network topology; see the Appendix on
the bi-connected component method. On the system described in section 2.6 a
network of 40,000 nodes and 1.5 million edges uses about 1.9 GB of RAM, to
converge and 3.9 hours.
4 Discussion
SETSe acts as a hybrid between the advanced techniques of the graph embedders
used for analysis and the intuitive simplicity of the spring embedders used for
graph drawing. It does this by projecting the network onto an n+1-dimensional
manifold, using node attribute as a force. This is different from traditional
spring embedders where all nodes exert an equal force [15, 12, 9]. As such, unlike
the graph embedding algorithms that were used to benchmark performance
in this paper, SETSe cannot be said to ‘learn’ the properties of the network.
Instead, similar to the other spring embedders, SETSe finds an equilibrium
position wherein all forces are balanced. SETSe also distinguishes itself from
the graph embedders and spring embedders by being entirely deterministic. The
SETSe algorithm is fast within each iteration, running in O(|E|) linear time.
However, the time to convergence is not linear and appears to be closer to
O(|E|2), which is slower than most machine learning embedders.
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When separating Peel’s quintet, only SETSe managed to find a successful
two-dimensional representation of the networks. Two points should be made on
this, as the output of the other graph embeddings produces a two-dimensional
representation of each node. SETSe produces a one-dimensional representation
of each node and a two-dimensional representation of each edge (although strain
and tension are identical in this case). Another point is that the other graph
embedding algorithms can embed the graph in any number of dimensions; typi-
cally the graph would be embedded in higher-dimensional space then visualised
in two dimensions by embedding the nodes a second time using some other data
reduction method [34, 22]. These two points illustrate the fundamentally dif-
ferent approach to embedding that SETSe takes as it is able to natively project
high-dimensional data in meaningful low-dimensional space without needing a
secondary embedding method. The explicit edge embedding also allows for flex-
ibility when it comes to projection choices, which is something other embedding
methods lack. The goal of typical graph embedders is to minimise the distance
between nodes according to some measure of similarity. In contrast, SETSe does
not try to optimise the meaning in the data; instead, it maps the attributes and
edge weights of the network to a new space (the manifold), and in doing so
reveals properties of the network.
The work of Goyal and Ferrara [13] suggests that at least some of the other
graph embedders would have been able to linearly separate the sub-classes of
Peel’s quintet more successfully if more dimensions were used. However, this
leads to new problems such as how many dimensions should be used? What
dimension reduction algorithm should then be chosen to reduce the dimensions
again for plotting purposes, and how can the results be interpreted? In the case
of using the output of the embedding for a model, dimensional parsimony is
paramount. Being able to model the dependent variable in two dimensions is
much more desirable than getting the same results with 16 dimensions. This is
not to say that SETSe is always better than the other methods tested here. In
particular, for applications where node similarity is the most important feature,
or a large number of dimensions is advantageous, it is likely to be outperformed.
Also, unlike most machine learning graph embedders, SETSe is unable to per-
form link prediction. Being bound by physics also means SETSe cannot be
easily tuned to target specific goals. However, while most graph embedders are
designed to express a similarity chosen by the designer and parametrised by the
user, SETSe in contrast is broadly goal agnostic. Instead, it simply allows the
graph to express in a different way what was already there and provides insight
into the underlying data in the process. In some cases, SETSe could be used in
the preprocessing stage of the more sophisticated graph embedders, providing
edge and attribute data to support similarity optimisation.
5 Conclusions
The SETSe algorithm is an unsupervised graph embedding method that uses
node and edge attributes to project a graph into three separate latent vector
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spaces. The node vector space is pairwise Euclidean for connected nodes. Thus
the projection of data into SETSe space can be considered a manifold of dimen-
sion n + 1, where n is the number of variables, and the final dimension is the
graph space defining the minimum node distance. The vector space provides
insight into the original data and can reveal the structure that was not available
when the embedding was produced.
This paper showed that SETSe outperforms several popular graph embed-
ding algorithms, on tasks of network classification and node classification. SETSe
also provides distinctions between networks that appear to be similar or identi-
cal when using the popular assortativity metric.
SETSe is a physical system whose equilibrium state allows previously ob-
scured patterns in the data to be expressed. And although it could be classed
as an unsupervised learning algorithm, SETSe does not learn any properties of
the system or attempt to optimise similarity. As such, it can be considered both
as an auxiliary of, and a counterweight to, machine learning techniques. This is
important because although the value of machine learning in current research
progress cannot be overstated, it is not the answer to everything. Besides, often
the more sophisticated a technique, the more subjective choices are required,
both in development and parametrisation.
Although spring embedders lost popularity with the rise of machine learning,
SETSe shows that there is still a role for unsupervised physics models in modern
data analysis. The spring has bounced back.
6 Additional materials
The Appendix contains details on the auto-SETSe and bi-connected SETSe
algorithms used to make network convergence easier.
In addition an R package has been created, rSETSe, which can be used to
create SETSe embeddings. The package allows easy embedding of graphs on
networks of tens of thousands of nodes and over a million edges on a normal lap-
top. The package can be installed from https://github.com/JonnoB/rSETSe.
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